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ITS 225: Operating Systems

Dr. Matthew Dailey
Information Technology Program

Sirindhorn International Institute of Technology
Thammasat University

IPC, Threads
Lecture 3

Jan 22, 2004

Administration: Pseudodemocracy in Action

We have a chance to change the class schedule.

– Proposal: move Thu class to Tue/Wed 16:00-17:30

– Pros:
• Your classmate won’t have to drop his 3rd-year lab with Dr.

Ekawit

• We all get a needed break on Thursdays

– Cons:
• You have to come to class 3 times/week, not 2 times/week

• You’ll miss the 17:10 bus back to Rangsit

• Some of you may have a schedule conflict?

– If majority of those present prefers changing AND there are
no objections, we switch; else the schedule stays the same.

More Administrative Stuff

Homework 1:
– If you haven’t done it yet, you are already behind in this

class!

Programming Assignment 1:
– Due Thursday Jan 29, submitted electronically
– Submission with ``turnin’’ by 12:55 PM (IT-LAB time)
– No late submissions accepted
– Get it done early or you’ll have trouble!

Outline of today’s lecture

Interprocess communication for cooperating processes
– Producer/Consumer paradigm
– Shared-memory solution to Bounded-Buffer problem
– Message passing, buffering
– Client-server IPC

Threads
– What are they?  What are they good for?
– User vs. kernel threads
– Kernel thread models
– Pthreads under Linux
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Cooperation Pattern: Producer/Consumer

The “producer” generates information
The “consumer” consumes (uses) that information
How does the producer feed information to the consumer?
How does the consumer wait for the producer?

Process P1

(Producer)

Process P2

(Consumer)

Kernel

Producer/Consumer

Unbounded-buffer problem:
– Infinite buffer
– Consumer has to wait sometimes (buffer empty)
– Producer can always write to the buffer

Bounded-buffer problem:
– Finite buffer
– Consumer has to wait sometimes (buffer empty)
– Producer has to wait sometimes (buffer full)

Programming Assignment 1: a simple unbounded-buffer
problem using message passing.

Bounded-Buffer Solution (Shared Memory)
Common data:
#define BUFFER_SIZE 10
typedef struct {

. . .
} item;
Item buffer[BUFFER_SIZE];
int in = 0;
int out = 0;

Producer process code:
/* Assume next produced item is in variable nextProduced */
While( 1 ) {

/* produce an item in nextProduced */
while ((( in + 1 ) % BUFFER_SIZE ) == out )

; /* buffer full -- do nothing */
buffer[in] = nextProduced;
in = ( in + 1 ) % BUFFER_SIZE;

}

Consumer process code:
/* Stores consumed items in nextConsumed */
while( 1 ) {

while( in == out )
; /* buffer is empty -- do nothing */

nextConsumed = buffer[out];
out = ( out + 1 ) % BUFFER_SIZE;
/* consume the item in nextConsumed */

}

Shared Memory vs. Message Passing

Shared
Memory

Message
Passing
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IPC by Message-Passing

Message passing is the most common IPC technique.
Kernel must provide a send() and receive() call.
Issues:

– Direct or indirect communication?
– Automatic or explicit buffering?
– Send by copy or send by reference?
– Fixed-size or variable messages?

Direct vs. Indirect (Naming)

Direct message passing:
– Need to know the name of the other process

• send( P, message ) receive( P, message )

– Links are one-to-one, established automatically
– Issues:

• How to find out the other process name?
• What if it changes?
• To send to many processes, need to do many send() calls

Indirect Message Passing: Mailboxes

Instead of naming the other process, use mailboxes.
send( A, message ) place “message” in mailbox A
receive( A, message ) read a message from mailbox A
Links can be many-to-many
OS must provide mailbox creation and deletion calls in

addition to send/receive calls

Message Passing Synchronization

Like I/O, message passing can be blocking or non-blocking
Blocking send: sender waits for receiver to accept
Non-blocking send: message is buffered by kernel and

sender proceeds
Blocking receive: receiver must wait until a message is

received
Non-blocking receive: receive() call returns immediately,

even if there is no data yet
Blocking send with blocking receive is called a rendezvous
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Message Buffering

Message passing might require buffering by kernel
0-capacity: message queue has length 0.

– Sender has to block until receiver receives each message

Unbounded-capacity: no limit on queue length
– Sender never has to block on send()

Bounded-capacity: queue has finite length n
– Sender has to block on send when buffer is full

IPC in PA1

Application: a mock Web URL retrieval system
Producer process:

– Produces URL ``get’’ commands
– Sends commands to consumer process as messages

Consumer process:
– Waits for incoming messages
– When message is received, simulates execution

Producer/Consumer Architecture in PA1

Parent
process

(Producer)

Child process

(Consumer)

Kernel

Input
cmd list

FIFO

Instance of an unbounded buffer problem:
– Parent can keep producing input commands indefinitely
– Consumer has to wait if no commands are available
– Named pipes (FIFOs) are easy to use

(Demo of getting started on PA1)
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Sockets for Network IPC

Client-Server is the most common network IPC model
Client process on system A wants to communicate with a

server on system B
Most common implementations:

– TCP/IP Sockets
• Used by Web servers, FTP servers, SSH servers, etc.

– Remote procedure calls
• Used by Sun’s Network File System (NFS), others

Client-Server Comm. With Sockets

Server listens on a well-known network port (e.g. 80 for
http)

When client connects, server spawns a child process to
handle communication with the client using a different
port.  Parent process goes back to listening on well
known port.

Client communicates with the server child process via
message passing.

Connection is closed.
Problem: clumsy for the programmer.

Client-Server Comm. With RPC

Client-side treats server request as a normal C (Java, Perl, etc.)
function call.

On client side, a function stub traps to the kernel.
Kernel marshalls function arguments, transfers to server (probably

via sockets)
Server unmarshalls function call, runs desired code and returns result

to the client.
Kernel on client side reconstructs the result as if the function was

called locally and returns control to the user process.
Very difficult for OS implementor, but very convenient for

application programmers.

What have we learned?

Producer/Consumer process cooperation via IPC.
Network process cooperation in the client-server model.
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Next Topic: Threads (Chapter 5)

Up to now, we assumed 1 process = 1 thread of execution.
Almost all modern OS’s provide some way to get multiple

concurrent threads of execution inside one process.
If you program in Java, you will use Java threads a lot.
We will use the “Pthread” library under Linux in PA2.

Threads compared to processes

Like a process, a thread has:
– An ID (a thread ID)
– A program counter (where the thread is in the program)
– A register set
– A stack

UNLIKE a process, it SHARES with other threads:
– The text section (program executable code)
– Data section (globals, heap)
– Other resources: open files, signals, etc.

Thread compared to traditional process Thread compared to traditional process

When we fork(),
– Text section and data section are copied
– So traditional (single threaded) processes are

heavyweight.  Threads are lightweight.
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Why use threads?

Modern applications: many concurrent activities
– MS Word: one thread waits for keystrokes, one does

spell checking
– Web server: might serve documents to 100’s or 1000’s of

clients concurrently. E.g. the Google server farm has to
service 10 million unique users each month!

Web server app example

A single-threaded server would block when reading a
page from disk.

Solution (before 1995 or so): like FTP, telnet, etc., spawn
a new process to handle each new client.  Then CPU
can work on other requests while one is blocked.

What is the problem with this?
– Process creation is heavyweight (address space is copied)
– Process context switching is expensive (virtual memory

tables, etc.)
Solution: “multithread” the server process.

Multithreading Benefits

Responsiveness: parts of a program continue when other
parts are blocked.
– E.g. web browser can let you type in an input box while

images are still being loaded
Resource sharing: easy to share blocks of memory, write

same files, etc.
Economy: reduced overhead for process creation and

context switches.
Multiprocessor architectures: can split program between

two parallel CPUs but still share address space.

Thread Implementations: User/Kernel

User-level thread libraries:
– No help from the kernel
– Creation and context switching are fast
– But, if one thread blocks, entire process blocks
– No multiprocessing support

Kernel threads:
– Supported directly by OS: operations are system calls
– Creation and context switching are slow
– But if one thread blocks, other kernel threads continue
– Different threads can run in parallel on multiprocessor
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Many-to-One

No kernel support for
threads

Example: Pthreads

One-To-One

All user threads are kernel threads.
Most common model for kernel threads.
Examples: Linux, Windows 95/98/2000/NT/XP

Many to Many (or M-to-N)

Maximum flexibility
Harder to use and

implement
– Requires a user-

level AND a
kernel-level
scheduler

Windows NT/2000
“ThreadFiber”

Issues in Kernel Thread Implementations

What to do about fork() and exec()?

– fork(): duplicate all threads or only the calling thread?

• Some OS’s provide two different fork()s

– exec(): destroy all threads or only morph calling thread?

• Most systems destroy all threads
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More Issues: Thread Cancellation

Thread you want to kill is called the target thread

Asynchronous cancellation: immediate

– What if the thread is updating shared resources?

Deferred cancellation: allow target to kill itself later

– What if thread is blocked?

– What if thread doesn’t checkpoint often enough?

More Issues: Signal Handling

E.g. Unix: system events generate signals
– Signals are delivered to processes

• Synchronous signals, e.g. divide-by-0 (same process)
• Asynchronous signals, e.g. Control-C (external source)

– Receiving process must handle the signal
– Can have a default signal handler (OS) or custom (user)

Which thread do you deliver the signal to?
– Asynchronous: probably deliver to all threads
– Synchronous: probably deliver to one thread (the cause)

Back to Web Server Example: Thread Pools

Master thread spawns new thread to handle each
incoming request.  Problems:
– Thread creation overhead is still large
– If # threads unbounded, could overload system

One solution: a thread pool
– Create N threads at init time.  They wait for work
– Incoming requests are routed to available threads
– After request is complete, threads return to pool
– When all threads are busy, master thread waits

Pthreads

User-level thread library
– Available on most Unix systems
– Easy to learn and use
– But not fully concurrent (e.g. printf() blocks all threads)
– For kernel threads, try “Linux Threads” or Win32 threads

Linux tools have built-in Pthread support
– Debugger (gdb) lets you examine individual thread stacks
– C libraries are reentrant or thread-safe

• Two threads running same library function concurrently do
not interfere with each other.
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Pthreads example (text p. 140)

#include 
< pthread.h>

#include 
<stdio.h>

/* 
Data 

shared 
by 

all 
threads 

*/

int 
sum;

/* 
The 

function 
run 

by 
the 

thread 
*/

void 
*runner( 

void 
* param 

);

int 
main 

( 
int 

argc, char *argv [] 
) 

{

    
pthread _t           

tid;    
/* 

the 
thread 

identifier */
    

pthread_attr _t      
attr;   

/* 
set 

of 
thread 

attributes
*/

    
/* Check arguments */

    
if (  argc != 2 ) {

        
fprintf( 

stderr, 
"usage: 

%s 
<integer 

value>\n",
    

             
argv[0] 

);
        

exit( -1 );
    

}

    
if (  

atoi(  
argv[1] ) < 0 ) {

        
fprintf ( 

stderr, 
"%s 

error: 
%d 

must 
be 

integer 
>=

0\n",
                 

atoi(
 
argv[1] 

));
        

exit( -1 );
    

}

    
/* Get default attributes */

    
pthread_ attr_init( 

&attr );

    
/* Create one thread */

    
pthread_create( 

& tid, &attr, 
runner, 

argv [1] 
);

    
/* Wait for thread to exit */

    
pthread _join( tid, 

NULL 
);

    
printf( 

"sum 
= 

%d\n", 
sum 

);

    
exit( 0 );

}/*   
The 

thread 
will 

begin 
control 

in 
this 

function.
 *   

Calculates sum from i=1 to i=N of i.
 */

void 
*runner( 

void 
*param 

) {

    
int upper 

= 
atoi ( (int)param 

);
    

int i;

    
sum = 0;

    
if ( upper > 0 ) {

        
for ( i = 1; i <= upper; i++ ) {

            
sum += i;

        
}

    
}

    
pthread_exit( 

0 
);

}

What have we learned?

What threads are and how they differ from processes
User vs. kernel threads
Thread models (N-to-1, 1-to-1, M-to-N)
Design and implementation issues for OS support of

threads

(Extra credit 3-minute papers) Next Lecture

CPU Scheduling
Introduction to synchronization


